LOCATE VTS - A Unique Innovative Solution to Infrastructure Companies
LOCATE VTS

Issues of the ONSITE: INFRA COMPANIES

- No Communication
- How many Labour Reported Onsite
- Which Material is Moving in Which Vehicle
- Onsite Equipment Working Hours and Performance Monitoring like Cranes, Bulldozers, RCM
- How & What type of Material is Moved In & Out of Site
- No Instant Communication of this data for MIS records
- How to Check Mismatch of Our Records to that of Contractors/Suppliers

LOCATE VTS Monitoring: Features

- Monitor Vehicles Movement
  - Entry/Exit
  - At Chainages
- Monitor Material Movement
  - Diesel Monitoring
  - Lubricants
  - Tires/Oils
- Monitor Labour Movement
  - Toll Gate Entry
  - Onsite Inspection
  - Toll Gate Exit
- Monitor Onsite Stores Depot
  - Spares
  - Material Purchase
  - Cement/Other Consumables
- Material Quantity Monitoring
  - Need Quantity Tracking
  - Alerts – SMS/Emails
  - Closures / Timelines
- Work Progress Monitoring

LOCATE VTS is one of the most cost-effective ways of communicating the Onsite Information to the Head Quarters. LOCATE VTS is a Unique, Robust and Comprehensive System which will enable instant Communication from Onsite to the Infrastructure, Construction Development Companies. LOCATE VTS Hardware devices can withstand the Harsh Onsite conditions and doesn’t require Power upto 12 hrs. It has a rechargeable battery system. It doesn’t require any GPRS or Internet Connection to transfer the data. It prudently uses the Latest Technology to transfer the data, which bring down the cost of Operations to the minimal extent.
LOCATE VTS Benefits

- Track & monitor Gate Entry process by Vehicles
- Increase greater transparency in Vehicle & Material Movements
- Monitor Labour Movements
- Stores data can be Transferred to Server Immediately
- Send the acknowledgements of the completed transactions immediately
- Project Site data is Immediately Available for Reports/MIS
- Billing to Contractors (Material / Labour / Vehicles as per the MIS records

LOCATE VTS Components

- HARDWARE
- SOFTWARE
- INSTALLATION
- TRAINING
- ANNUAL MAINTENANCE CONTRACT(AMC)

OUR EXPERTISE

- Rich Techno Functional Expertise
- Quality Assurance
- Timely Delivery
- Project Management
- Project Scalability
- World Class Infrastructure
- Quick Response
- Client Satisfaction

PRODUCT SERVICES

- Technical Support
- Installation and Setup
- Maintenance
- Application Support
- Hardware Support
- Guaranteed Warranty

OUR COMMITMENT –

- Complete End-2-End Solution
- Highly Customisable & Optimisable to Client
- Integration with Existing Enterprise Application
- Product Training & Support – Onsite/Offsite Requirements
- 24/7 Technical Support
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